
What do you imagine your 
dream job to look like?

Your sister tells you 
that she wants to become 

a sound technician. 
How do you react?

What is not allowed at 
your work under any 

circumstances?

There are jobs
that are simply better suited 

to women. What do you 
think of this statement?

What do you consider a
“typical woman’s job”

or a
“typical man’s job”?

I can choose my own 
profession because ...

Your brother tells you that he 
wants to drop out of school 

because studying sucks. 
What do you do?

A close friend tells you
that they’ve lost their job. 

How do you react?

A friend comes to you 
because his father is 

unemployed and is getting 
sadder and sadder each day. 

What do you do?
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Someone confides in you 
that they have to work in 

their father’s bakery even 
though they would actually 

like to go to university. 
What’s your opinion?

If someone has ever received 
benefits from the job centre, 

it’s a disgrace. 
What do you say to this?

Girls can achieve anything. 
What do you think of

this statement?

A friend wants to buy 
themselves very expensive 
trainers. But you know that 

they don’t actually have 
much money. 

How do you react?

What do you think 
about women who wear

a headscarf at work?

A colleague wears a kippah 
at work. His colleagues 

complain about this
to their boss. 

What do you say to this?

I’ve laughed at someone 
because of their religion 

before ...

I find ostracising someone 
because of where they come 

from ...

A colleague’s first language 
is not German. 

Their colleagues often ask 
them if they have understood 

everything correctly. 
What do you think of this?
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Is good knowledge of 
German important for every 

job in Austria?

Can you imagine working 
outside of Austria/outside 

of the EU?

Are there jobs where being 
able to speak multiple 

languages is advantageous?

 People with a migration 
background have a harder 

time in the job market
because ...

A friend of yours has a 
bachelor’s degree from

outside of the EU and
works in Austria as an

unskilled worker. 
What do you think of this?

I think that a gay/lesbian
colleague at work is ...

The nicest compliment you 
have ever received at work/

training was ...

 I was once offended 
because ...

What are your weaknesses
in teamwork?
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An acquaintance asks 
you how much you earn. 

What do you say?

A female friend tells you 
that she was sexually 

harassed at work. 
How do you react?

You are constantly bullied 
by your boss and have to 

listen to sexist jokes. 
What do you do?

You always have to help out 
around the house. 

Your brother does not. 
What do you think of this?

Men should not have to do 
housework because ...

A boy and a girl meet up. 
Who should pay for the 

drinks?

I imagine my future to be ... Regarding money, I think of ... I spend the most money on ...
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 I would spend a maximum 
of ... euros on a pair of 

winter boots.

I would never spend money 
on ... I would save up for ...

 I would get into debt for ... For me, begging is ...
You no longer receive any 

wages or suddenly receive 
less. To whom can you turn?

What does it mean for you to 
be financially secure in your 

profession/job?

Why do people have to work? 
Why do you have to work?

You have a job interview. 
How do you prepare for it?
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You would like to write your 
CV to apply for a job but you 

do not have a computer. 
What do you do?

You are invited to a job 
interview and are really 

nervous because ...

You struggle with spelling 
and you need a cover letter. 

To whom do you turn?

You have been looking for a 
suitable apprenticeship 

for a long time. 
What’s the next step?

You would like to get an 
education that requires that 
you have the Matura (A-Level 

equivalent). 
What do you do?

I am especially good at ...

You find out that a colleague 
earns less money than her 

male colleague for the
 same job. 

What do you think of this? 
What do you do?

I think that a universal basic 
income for everyone is ...

When I hear the word
capitalism I think of ...
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For me, the thought of 
a world without money is ...
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